OFFICE &
& BUSINESS
HOME
KITCHEN

RECYCLED PAPER NOTEBOOKS AND ADHESIVE NOTES, NOTEBOOKS AND NOTE BLOCKS, NOTE CLIPS
AND ADHESIVE NOTES, DOCUMENT FOLDERS AND AGENDAS, RECYCLED PAPER DOCUMENT FOLDERS,
BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS, LANYARDS, GLASSES CLEANING CLOTHS, RULERS, OFFICE SUPPLIES,
CALCULATORS, GLASS PRODUCTS FOR 3D ENGRAVING
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Tunel

AP791049
+ 165×210×10 mm

[ P2 (2C, 100×60 mm), O1 (60×60 mm)
Recycled paper, 60 sheets notebook
with paper ballpoint pen.
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Ecocard

AP731629

+ 90×146×8 mm
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[ P2 (2C, 50×15 mm), O1 (30×30 mm)
Recycled paper, spiral notebook
with 70 sheets. With recycled paper
ballpoint pen, with blue refill.

Concern

+ 105×145×6 mm

AP731464

[ P2 (2C, 60×40 mm)
60 sheets notebook with ballpoint pen
(blue refill), made of recycled paper.

Zuke

+ 180×135 mm

AP810367

[ P2 (2C, 50×50 mm), O1 (50×50 mm)
Recycled paper, spiral notebook with 80 striped sheets,
including recycled paper ballpoint pen with blue refill.
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-25

AP741502

+ 210×290 mm

[ P2 (2C, 60×30 mm), S1 (2C, 120×180 mm)
Carton covered spiral notebook with 100 sheets, and matching colour recycled
paper ballpoint pen with blue refill, A/4.

Koguel
+ 130×180 mm

-02

-03

-05

-06

-07

-10

AP741501

[ P2 (2C, 60×30 mm), S1 (2C, 80×80 mm)
Carton covered spiral notebook with 70 sheets, and matching colour recycled
paper ballpoint pen with blue refill, A/5.

Gulliver

-00

-05

-06

-10

-00

-05

-06

-10

AP791047

+ 150×215×12 mm
[ P2 (2C, 120×80 mm), O1 (80×80 mm)
Recycled paper, 80 sheets notebook, A/5.

Emerot

AP791048

+ 110×150×12 mm
[ P2 (2C, 70×50 mm), O1 (60×50 mm)
Recycled paper, 80 sheets notebook, A/6.

-25
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-01

-02

Duxo

-05

-06

-10

[ P1 (2C, 50×25 mm), VS (FC, 50×40 mm)
60 sheets spiral notebook with plastic cover
and ballpoint pen (blue refill).

-03

-05

Tagged
+ 145×177×7 mm

-06

Ideas

AP731673

+ 70×95×7 mm

-01

-05

-06

+ 90×130 mm

-07

-77

AP810338

[ P1 (2C, 40×40 mm), VS (FC, 70×30 mm)
Spiral notebook with plastic cover page and
70 striped sheets. With matching colour plastic
ballpoint pen, with blue refill.

-07

AP806974

[ P2 (2C, 60×40 mm)
Plastic covered notebook with 70 striped sheets and matching
colour plastic ballpoint pen. With blue refill.

-01

-03

-05

-06

Trip

AP731260
+ 70×89×6 mm

[ P1 (2C, 40×40 mm), VS (FC, 60×60 mm)
Coloured, 60 sheets spiral notebook with
detachable lanyard.
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AP741503

+ 96×134×12 mm

[ P1 (2C, 60×35 mm), S1 (2C, 70×80 mm)
Coloured paper covered notebook with
100 sheets and protective PVC cover.
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-10

Cilux

Lamark

[ S1 (2C, 120×40 mm)
PU leather covered notebook with
100 blank sheets and rubber strap.

[ S1 (2C, 120×80 mm)
Coloured notebook with 80 striped
sheets and black rubber strap.

AP791753
+ 147×210×15 mm

+ 148×211×10 mm

AP791340
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Taigan
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-10

Econotes

AP810381

+ 140×90×12 mm

[ P1 (2C, 50×30 mm), S1 (2C, 50×15 mm), O1
(40×40 mm)
A6 size notebook with recycled paper cover,
80 sheets, bookmark and rubber closure strap.

-02

-05

-06

-07

Anak

Surma

AP791336

+ 75×102×8 mm

[ P1 (2C, 60×60 mm), O1 (50×50 mm)
Recycled paper notebook with 60 striped sheets.
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Tilex

Yakis

[ P1 (2C, 60×30 mm)
Mini notebook with coloured
cover and 32 blank sheets.

[ P1 (2C, 50×30 mm), UV (FC, 85×135 mm)
White carton covered notebook with 80 sheets
and coloured rubber strap.

AP791763
+ 70×100×5 mm

AP741148
+ 90×140×13 mm

+ 75×106×12 mm

AP791335

[ P1 (2C, 60×40 mm), O1 (40×40 mm)
Recycled paper notebook with 100 sheets,
colour strip and rubber strap.
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Kolly

AP810377
+ 143×91×14 mm

[ P2 (2C, 50×30 mm), S1 (2C, 120×40 mm),
UV (FC, 140×90 mm)
Paper covered notebook with 80 sheets,
bookmark and rubber strap with matching
colour side.
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Kine

AP731965
+ 95×145×16 mm

[ S1 (2C, 120×40 mm), UV (FC, 90×140 mm)
PU leather covered notebook with 100 sheets,
bookmark and rubber strap.

-09
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Zap

AP800323
+ 220×155 mm

[ O1 (50×50 mm)
PU leather covered notebook with 100 chamois
paper sheets and black page marker. With
metal ballpoint pen with blue refill.

Up to Date

+ 112×160×20 mm

AP879001

[ O1 (50×50 mm)
PU leather notebook with 8 digit calculator and
plastic ballpoint pen. With button cell battery.

Cuddle

+ 176×180×13 mm

AP809338

[ P1 (2C, 60×40 mm)
Recycled paper notebook with 80 sheets and
sink cut pen holder. Without pen.
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-03

Black-Deck

AP810368

+ 142×120 mm

[ P2 (2C, 50×50 mm)
Elegant notepad with 100 black sheets, coloured adhesive notes and
plastic ballpoint pen with silver refill. André Philippe brand product.

Serim

AP791045

-05

-06

-10

AP812701

+ 93×28×90 mm

[ S1 (2C, 70×70 mm), UV (FC, 80×80 mm)
Yellow adhesive notepad in PU leather box.

Remarks
+ 132×105×20 mm

+ 112×73×08 mm

[ P2 (1C, 40×40 mm), C1 (8C, 60×80 mm),
E1 (60×80 mm), UV (FC, 70×30 mm)
Aluminium, 50 sheets notepad. Delivered
with ballpoint pen with blue ink.

-06

AP879004-82

[ P2 (2C, 40×10 mm), UV (FC, 40×40 mm)
10 different adhesive note pads with 8 digit,
dual power calculator in PVC holder. Delivered
in white paper box with button cell battery.

-10

-71
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Agonac

-05
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Highschool

AP809320

+ 130×25×105 mm
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[ T1 (8C, 100×80 mm), UV (FC, 120×90 mm)
Stick notes and page markers in black, PU leather
holder with calendar on the top of the box.

Foltag

+ 133×84×17 mm

AP809384

[ P2 (1C, 60×30 mm), S1 (2C, 90×40 mm)
Adhesive notepad with calendar (2015/2016)
and PVC cover. Contains 400 pcs of coloured
flags and 100 pcs of yellow notes.

Tritag

+ 134×82×12 mm

AP809383

[ P2 (1C, 60×30 mm), S1 (2C, 90×40 mm)
Tri-fold adhesive notepad with calendar
(2015/2016) and PVC cover. Contains 100 pcs of
coloured flags, 25 pcs of yellow notes and 25 sheets
notepad.

Calendario

+ 93×28×90 mm

AP731719-10

[ T1 (8C, 60×60 mm), UV (FC, 60×60 mm)
PU leather notepad with calendar on the lid. The
calendar is valid until 2017.
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[ P1 (2C, 50×20 mm)
Recycled paper notepad with coloured adhesive notes:
2 squares and 5 arrows. Delivered with plastic ruler and
recycled paper ballpoint pen, with blue refill.

Juke

-01

AP810365

+ 110×122×22 mm

[ P1 (2C, 50×20 mm)
Recycled paper notepad with one big
and one small kraft paper notepad and
3 coloured adhesive note arrows.

-05
-06
-10

Codex
+ 80×32×80 mm

AP791341

[ P1 (2C, 60×60 mm)
Carton covered notepad with 200 pages and
125 adhesive notes.
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Gale

AP810364-07
+ 160×63×22 mm
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-00

Covet
+ 83×86×5 mm

-01

-10

AP731613

[ P1 (2C, 60×60 mm)
Adhesive notepad with 250 big and 100 small
notes (in 5 different colours).

-00

Zinko

+ 82×60×3 mm

-01

AP731612

[ P1 (2C, 50×35 mm)
100 adhesive notes in 5 different colours.

-10
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Rondy

Hundy

AP808721

+ 210×60 mm

AP808722

+ 208×60×3 mm

[ P1 (2C, ø40 mm), VS (FC, ø40 mm)
Paper bookmark and ruler with adhesive notes.

[ P1 (2C, 50×25 mm), VS (FC, 50×30 mm)
Paper bookmark and ruler with adhesive notes,
and house shaped header.
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Nanabi

AP741150

-00

+ 60×90×10 mm

[ P1 (2C, 50×30 mm)
Adhesive notepad (25 pcs large, 150 pcs small)
with solar-powered calculator in recycled
paper case.

Hensa

AP791750

+ 60×160×5 mm
-10

[ P1 (2C, 60×15 mm)
Adhesive notepad with paper cover and ruler.
With 50 small and 125 large adhesive notes.

Sizes

Econote

[ P1 (2C, 50×30 mm)
Adhesive notepad with different sized
adhesive notes in recycled paper case.

[ P1 (2C, 60×50 mm)
200 adhesive notes in different sizes with
ballpoint pen in recycled paper case.

AP809337
+ 105×80×9 mm

+ 95×105×10 mm

AP731846
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Makron

AP741149

+ 210×200×10 mm

[ P1 (2C, 50×50 mm), S1 (2C, 120×40 mm)
Recycled paper spiral notebook with 70 sheets,
ballpoint pen (with blue refill) and adhesive
notes (125 small and 25 big).

-00

Yuke

+ 158×178 mm

AP810366

[ P1 (2C, 50×50 mm)
Recycled paper spiral notebook with 80 sheets,
sink cut pen holder and coloured adhesive notes.

-01

-05

-06

-10

Foli

AP791261
+ 109×81×17 mm

[ P1 (2C, 40×20 mm)
Adhesive notepad with recycled paper cover. Contains 3 sizes
of adhesive notes: 75 pcs of 10×7,5 cm; 25 pcs of 7,5×5 cm;
125 pcs of 5×1,6 cm.
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-01

Tropp

+ 20×55×4 mm

AP809542-01

[ P0 (2C, 18×18 mm), DO1 (FC, 19×19 mm)
Metal noteclip with square shaped, plastic
plate for epoxy doming.

Kropp
+ ø20×55×4 mm

AP809541-01

[ P0 (2C, ø18 mm), DO1 (FC, ø19 mm)
Metal noteclip with round shaped, plastic
plate for epoxy doming.

-10

MagNote
+ 30×35×23 mm

-21

AP809540

[ DO1 (FC, ø24 mm)
Metal note clip with magnet on the back side.
Ideal for epoxy dome printing.
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OFFICE & BUSINESS | NOTE CLIP
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Compton

AP809301

+ 25×25×120 mm

[ P1 (2C, 20×20 mm), UV (FC, 20×20 mm)
Plastic note clip with metal clip.
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Yonsy

[ P1 (2C, 20×10 mm)
Metal note clip with matching colour plastic parts.

-01

-05

AP741495

+ 35×56×12 mm

[ P1 (2C, 20×10 mm)
Metal note clip.

-01

-06

-02

-05

-06

-07

Dysis

Tura

[ P1 (1C, 20×15 mm)
Note clip with coloured plastic base and metal clip.

[ P0 (2C, 30×4 mm)
Wooden note clip with bookmark function.

AP791342
+ 45×110×17 mm
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Doc

AP761381
+ 36×55×10 mm

AP791430
+ 50×70×4 mm

-07

-10

100

PRINT
MADE IN
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EU
Woopy

AP718056

+ 230×315 mm

[ FP-UV (FC, 230×315 mm)
Custom made, A4 sized HDF wood clip
board with custom graphic on front side.
MOQ: 50 pcs.

MADE IN

MADE IN

EU

Clipsy A5

+ 160×225 mm

EU
AP718041

[ FP-DG (FC, 160×225 mm)
Custom made, A5 sized clip board with custom
graphics on both sides. MOQ: 300 pcs.

Clipsy A4

+ 220×315 mm

AP718040

[ FP-DG (FC, 220×315 mm)
Custom made, A4 sized clip board with custom
graphics on both sides. MOQ: 300 pcs.

101
-01
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Clasor

-10

AP791339

[ S1 (2C, 120×80 mm)
PVC clipboard with cover.

-02

Oster

AP791519
+ 215×30×335 mm

+ 230×315×5 mm

[ S1 (2C, 150×100 mm), VS (FC, 200×200 mm)
White, plastic clipboard with calculator.

-03

Bonx

+ 335×245 mm

AP741509

[ S0 (2C, 120×120 mm)
Zipped document bag with mesh inside pocket, PVC.
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-25
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Ecological

AP731273

+ 250×340×31 mm

[ S1 (3C, 150×100 mm), O1 (80×80 mm)
Document folder made of recycled paper.

-01
-05

-05

-06

-06

-10
-10

Alpin

Alice

[ S1 (3C, 150×80 mm)
PVC document folder with rubber strap.

[ S1 (2C, 120×80 mm)
Document folder with plastic
cover and press-stud.

AP731721
+ 315×238×17 mm

+ 330×240 mm

AP791356
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-05

-06

AP741208

+ 250×340×15 mm

[ S1 (2C, 100×100 mm)
Recycled paper document folder with
25 sheets notepad.

Greenwich

AP809343

+ 316×233×17 mm

-07

-10

[ P1 (2C, 80×50 mm), S1 (3C, 150×100 mm)
Recycled paper notebook with business card holder,
striped note papers and ballpoint pen. With black refill.

MADE IN

EU
PRINT

Coolder A4

AP718032

+ 245×320×35 mm

[ FP-DG (FC, 530×320 mm)
Custom made, A4 sized binder folder with
custom graphics on the cover. MOQ 300 pcs.

PRINT

MADE IN

EU

Coolder A5

+ 185×235×35 mm

AP718033

[ FP-DG (FC, 407×235 mm)
Custom made, A5 sized binder folder with
custom graphics on the cover. MOQ 300 pcs.
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Comet
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-00

Supervisor

AP874004

+ 230×190×10 mm

-06A

Mato

-10

[ T2 (8C, 100×60 mm)
Document folder with 20 sheet notepad
and velcro closure. Made of polyester 600D,
delivered without pen.

AP761517
+ 240×335×13 mm

[ T2 (8C, 70×30 mm), S1 (2C, 100×40 mm)
A5 sized document folder with notepad (30 striped sheets),
business card and pen holder. 420D polyester.

-05

Reminder

+ 220×228×25 mm

-06A

AP874005

[ T2 (8C, 70×30 mm), S1 (2C, 100×40 mm)
Document folder with notepad (50 striped sheets), adhesive
arrows and adhesive notes in two sizes. 420D polyester.

-10

-77

Tendex
+ 245×323×30 mm

AP741506

[ T2 (8C, 180×100 mm)
A4 sized, 600D polyester zipped document
folder with 20 sheets notepad.
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AP809462

[ T2 (8C, 130×80 mm), E1 (40×10 mm)
Linen and PU leather coverd, A4 sized zipped
document folder with handle, 20 sheets notepad,
solar-power calculator and metal plate.

Smokey A4

+ 315×255×20 mm

AP809461

[ T2 (8C, 130×80 mm), E1 (40×10 mm)
Linen and PU leather covered, A4 sized document
folder with 20 sheets notepad and metal plate.
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Smokey Zip

+ 335×250×40 mm
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Wally A4

AP809460

+ 310×248×17 mm

[ T2 (8C, 180×80 mm), E1 (25×8 mm)
A4 sized document folder with 20 sheets notepad, rubber
strap closure and metal plate. 600D polyester.

Wally A5

+ 245×187×17 mm

AP809459

[ T2 (8C, 80×50 mm), E1 (25×8 mm)
A5 sized document folder with 20 sheets notepad, rubber strap closure
and metal plate. 600D polyester.

107

AP800332

[ E1 (35×10 mm), O1 (50×50 mm)
Black leather, A5 sized zipped document folder with
30 sheets notepad, business card and pen holder.

Richmond
+ 250×320×8 mm

AP752094

[ E1 (35×10 mm), O1 (25×10 mm)
Black leather document folder with metal inlay on the top of the cover,
with notepad, business card and pen holder.

York

AP752090
+ 270×350×45 mm

[ E1 (35×10 mm), O1 (50×50 mm)
Black leather, zipped document folder, metal inlay on the top of
the cover, with notepad, business card and pen holder.

Central A4

+ 322×255×15 mm

AP800334

[ T2 (8C, 80×40 mm), E1 (20×8 mm)
A4 sized document folder with 30 sheets notepad, metal plate on cover,
with pockets for business card and pen; made of leather and polyester.

OFFICE & BUSINESS | MEETING

Central A5

+ 238×185×35 mm

108

Hike A4

AP809457

+ 315×250×20 mm
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[ S1 (2C, 120×60 mm), E2 (35×10 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather and polyester document
folder with 20 sheets notepad, metal buckle,
pen and business card holders.

Hike Tablet

AP809456

+ 250×200×12 mm

[ S1 (2C, 100×40 mm), E2 (35×10 mm)
PU leather and polyester document folder with
iPad© holder, 20 sheets notepad and metal
buckle. Compatible with iPad® and iPad® Air.

Duotone A4

AP809452

+ 337×260×23 mm

[ S1 (2C, 200×70 mm), O1 (70×50 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather document folder with 20 sheets
notepad, pen holder and business card holder.

Duotone A5
+ 260×193×22 mm

AP809451

[ S1 (2C, 130×60 mm), O1 (70×50 mm)
A5 sized, PU leather document folder with 20 sheets
notepad and pen holder.
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AP809458
+ 272×230×30 mm

[ E1 (10×40 mm)
PU leather document folder with universal iPad®
holder, 5000 mAh power bank and 20 sheets notepad.
With USB charger cable with mini USB, Lightning and
30-pin Apple® dock connectors.

Bonza

+ 320×245×20 mm

AP809454

[ S1 (2C, 150×60 mm), E2 (45×10 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather document folder with iPad® holder, 20 sheets
notepad and pen holder, grey flexible band closure with metal plate.

OFFICE & BUSINESS | MEETING

Cook
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Durham

AP752408-10

+ 307×255×17 mm

[ E1 (60×10 mm), O1 (10×30 mm)
Leather, zipped document folder with metal inlay on cover.
With notepad, business card and pen holder.

Duotone Zip

[ S1 (2C, 200×70 mm), O1 (70×50 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather zipped document folder with 20 sheets
notepad, pen and business card holder.

-09

Plane A4
+ 310×240×20 mm

AP809455

[ S1 (2C, 150×100 mm), O1 (100×40 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather document folder with 20 sheets notepad,
pen and business card holders.

AP809453

+ 337×255×22 mm

-10

Flappy

+ 322×247×21 mm

AP809450

[ S1 (2C, 180×60 mm), O1 (60×60 mm)
A4 sized, PU leather document folder with magnetic closure,
20 sheets notepad, pen and business card holder.

111

Liby

AP874003-10
+ 180×235×30 mm

[ O1 (40×25 mm)
Large size daily, weekly and monthly agenda with cream colour paper and
white stitched PU leather cover and with notes, name and address block,
business card and pen holder inside. Including forever diary.

AP874002-10
+ 105×150×25 mm

[ O1 (40×25 mm)
Small size daily, weekly and monthly agenda with cream colour paper and
white stitched PU leather cover and with notes, name and address block,
business card and pen holder inside . Including forever diary.

Annee

AP895000

+ 215×275 mm

[ O1 (70×50 mm)
Brown, large size PU leather daily agenda with name and adress block,
business card and pen holder inside. Delivered in black carton box.
André Philippe brand product.

Mois

+ 185×235 mm

AP895001

[ O1 (70×50 mm)
Dark brown, small size PU leather daily agenda with name and adress
block, business card and pen holder inside. Delivered in black carton box.
André Philippe brand product.
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Hanno

AP752092

+ 125×225×20 mm

[ E1 (35×10 mm), O1 (25×10 mm)
Black leather business card holder with
metal inlay, for 72 cards.

-01

-10

Wling
+ 96×65×15 mm

AP801720

[ E1 (50×25 mm)
PU leather covered, metal business card holder
with brushed aluminium plate.

113

Fifth Avenue

AP873015

+ 160×170 mm

[ E1 (50×10 mm), UV (FC, 40×40 mm)
Elegant PU leather metal set with ballpoint pen (black
refill), business card holder and keyring in black gift box.

OFFICE & BUSINESS | CARD HOLDERS

Valence
+ 96×62×15 mm

AP800685-10

[ E1 (40×10 mm), UV (FC, 40×40 mm)
Elegant business card holder with metal frame
and PU leather cover. In black paper gift box.
André Philippe brand product.

Autruche
+ 170×160 mm

AP873026

[ E2 (80×10 mm)
Metal and PU leather set with ballpoint pen,
business card holder and keyring. In black
gift box. André Philippe brand product.

OFFICE & BUSINESS | CARD HOLDERS
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PRINT

Chorum

AP809515

+ 90×55mm

[ FP-DO (FC, 92×55 mm), E1 (70×30 mm)
Metal business card holder with shiny surface. Price
includes epoxy dome printing. MOQ: 100 pcs.

PRINT

Dome

+ 95×65×10 mm

AP801710

[ E1 (8×60 mm)
Metal business card holder with
shiny and matt surface.

Liner

+ 92×60×5 mm

AP801709

[ E1 (8×60 mm)
Metal business card holder with shiny
and matt surface.

Chrome
+ 93×160×12 mm

AP810356

[ DO5 (FC, 92×55 mm)
Stainless steel business card holder and keyring
in black gift box.
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-21

Slope

OFFICE & BUSINESS | LANYARD

PRINT

AP809307

+ ø30×15 mm

[ P1 (2C, ø15 mm), DO1 (FC, ø19 mm)
Plastic pass holder with press-stud closure, telescopic line and metal clip.

-01

Alter

+ 110×95 mm

-02

-05

-06 -07

-10

AP741196

[ S1 (3C, 80×50 mm), DG1 (FC, 100×75 mm)
Transparent PVC badge holder with solid
colour header.

-05

Ifem

+ 100×90 mm

AP761597

[ P1 (1C, 90×50 mm), S1 (3C, 80×50 mm),
DG1 (FC, 90×70 mm)
Transparent plastic badge holder for lanyards.

-06

Bindel
+ 70×25×4 mm

-10

-21

AP791540

[ E1 (20×40 mm)
Aluminium name tag pin with replacable paper.

OFFICE & BUSINESS | LANYARD
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-25

Neck

+ 20×500 mm

AP761112

[ T1 (8C, 15×200 mm)
Lanyard with metal carabiner, polyester.
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Edain

AP741195

+ 12×500 mm

[ T1 (4C, 120×6 mm)
Lanyard with safety fastener, detachable metal
carabiner and mobile string. Material: polyester.
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-07

-10

-25
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Briol

-03

AP741428

+ 550×25 mm

[ T1 (8C, 200×20 mm), SU1 (FC, 200×20 mm)
White polyester lanyard with detachable metal
carabiner, mobile string and safety fastener.
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Duble
+ 20×550 mm

AP761294

[ T1 (8C, 15×200 mm)
Lanyard with detachable metal carabiner and
mobile string, polyester.

Maes

AP791539

+ 112×485×5 mm

[ S1 (3C, 80×50 mm)
Polyester lanyard with plastic carabiner and
PVC badge holder.

-07
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PRINT
MADE IN

AP718034

+ 20×450 mm

[ FP-SU (FC, 20×900 mm)
Custom made, polyester lanyard with metal
carabiner. With sublimation printed graphics on
both sides. MOQ: 100 pcs.
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EU

Subyard A

MADE IN

EU

Subyard B

AP718035

+ 20×450 mm

[ FP-SU (FC, 20×900 mm)
Custom made, polyester lanyard with metal carabiner and
mobile string. With sublimation printed graphics on both sides.
MOQ: 100 pcs.

MADE IN

EU

Subyard C
+ 20×550 mm

AP718036

[ FP-SU (FC, 20×1100 mm)
Custom made, polyester lanyard with detachable metal
carabiner. With sublimation printed graphics on both sides.
MOQ: 100 pcs.
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+ 670×750×1970 mm

AP718075

[ FP-DG (FC, 600×1600 mm)
Collapsible, plastic X banner stand in non-woven bag.
With custom made PVC poster in 60×160 cm size.

MADE IN

EU

Subyard E

AP718082

+ 20×550 mm

[ FP-SU (FC, 20×1100 mm)
Custom made, polyester lanyard with 100 cm tape measure and
metal carabiner. With sublimation printed graphics on both sides.
MOQ: 100 pcs.

MADE IN

EU

Subyard D

+ 20×550 mm

AP718037

[ FP-SU (FC, 20×1100 mm)
Custom made, polyester lanyard with detachable metal carabiner
and mobile string. With sublimation printed graphics on both sides.
MOQ: 100 pcs.
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Therefold
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OFFICE & BUSINESS | GLASSES

Your shape!

CreaClean

AP718083

+ 200×150 mm

[ FP-SU (FC, max 200×150 mm)
Microfiber (180 g/m²) cleaning cloth for glasses. Produced in unique shape
with sublimation printed design. MOQ: 100 pcs.

MADE IN

EU

Glouch
+ 250×190 mm

AP718091

[ FP-SU (FC, 190×250 mm)
Microfiber screen cleaning glove with custom
graphic on one side. 170 g/m². Price includes
sublimation printing. MOQ: 100 pcs.
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Dioptry

AP800348

+ 130×180 mm

[ FP-SU (FC, 180×130 mm)
Microfiber (180 g/m²) cleaning cloth for glasses.
Produced with unique design on request, price
includes sublimation printing. MOQ: 100 pcs.
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Ghost

AP809410

-06

-06

PRINT

Sight

+ ø60×15 mm

AP809339

[ P1 (1C, ø30 mm), SU1 (FC, 130×180 mm)
Microfiber cleaning cloth for glasses, in soft plastic
pouch with keyring. Size of the cloth: 130×180 mm.

Vision
+ 84×60 mm

AP809335

[ P1 (1C, 60×10 mm), VS (FC, 70×50 mm)
Microfiber cleaning cloth for glasses, in PVC
case. Size of the cloth: 150×150 mm.

+ 45×50×6 mm

[ P1 (2C, 20×10 mm)
Microfiber cleaning cloth for glasses with
plastic cover. Size of cloth: ø100 mm.
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OFFICE & BUSINESS | RULERS
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MADE IN

EU
Bomler

AP718058

+ 125×35×1 mm

[ P1 (4C, 20×60 mm), E1 (20×60 mm)
Wooden bookmark with 11 cm ruler.

Simler
+ 170×40×1 mm

AP718057

[ P1 (4C, 70×15 mm), E1 (140×15 mm)
Wooden ruler, 15 cm.
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Hebe

AP791347

+ 160×42×2 mm

[ S0 (2C, 130×25 mm), UV (FC, 10×150 mm)
15 cm plastic ruler with cm and inch scale.

-01

AP800343

[ S0 (2C, 130×15 mm), UV (FC, 160×20 mm)
15 cm plastic ruler with magnifying glass.

Eding

AP761134

+ 320×35×2 mm

[ S0 (2C, 160×25 mm), UV (FC, 15×300 mm)
30 cm long, transparent plastic ruler (shows
the length in inch and cm).

OneSix

AP808514

+ 170×25×3 mm

[ P0 (4C, 70×10 mm), E1 (100×10 mm)
16 cm wooden ruler.

ThreeO

+ 310×25×3 mm

AP808515

[ P0 (4C, 70×10 mm), S0 (2C, 280×10 mm),
E1 (100×15 mm)
30 cm wooden ruler.

-05

-06
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Linear

+ 180 mm

-02
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-01

Penrul

Contek

AP741516

+ 131×26×10 mm

[ P1 (2C, 50×5 mm)
Plastic, 12 cm ruler with touch ballpoint pen.
With blue refill.

AP741513

+ 35×171 mm

[ P2 (2C, 70×10 mm), E1 (60×8 mm)
Aluminium bookmark with 13 cm ruler.
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PRINT

-07

ReXmark

+ 127×30×5 mm

AP809408

[ P1 (4C, 20×20 mm), UV (FC, 30×33 mm)
Plastic bookmark with 8 cm ruler.

Okam
+ 139×32 mm

AP791346

[ P1 (2C, 30×25 mm)
8 cm plastic ruler with magnifying glass.
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AP741512

+ 55×135×15 mm

[ P2 (1C, ø12 mm), E1 (ø12 mm)
Aluminium bookmark with pen holder.
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Revolver
+ 141×20×28 mm

AP873024

[ E1 (30×12 mm), DO2 (FC, 18×41 mm)
Metal bookmark with gun metal finish and
shiny plate. Delivered in black gift box.

Express
+ 155×16 mm

AP845119

[ E1 (27×13 mm)
Metal letter opener, in black carton box.
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Melby
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Dustbin

AP731283

+ 72×138×91 mm
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[ P1 (2C, 70×30 mm)
Plastic pen holder with dustbin shape.
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Harcal
+ 85×50×64 mm
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-25

Hexa

AP741496

[ P0 (2C, 45×30 mm)
Plastic multipurpose box.

-21

MADE IN

EU

AP719621
+ 160×140×8 mm

[ T1 (8C, 100×50 mm), S1 (1C, 100×50 mm)
Cardboard pen holder. Delivered flat-packed.
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Crystalline

AP813012

+ 100×120×53 mm

[ P2 (2C, 40×20 mm), UV (FC, 40×20 mm)
Transparent, plastic pen holder with digital
display, thermometer, clock, alarm and calendar
functions. Delivered with button cell battery.
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PRINT

Loris

Help Desk

[ P2 (2C, 40×20 mm), UV (FC, 40×20 mm)
Plastic pen holder with digital display,
thermometer, clock, alarm and calendar
functions. Delivered with button cell battery.

[ P2 (2C, 60×10 mm)
Pen holder with calendar for 2015. Can be also
used as plastic photo frame.

AP806904
+ 95×120×55 mm

+ 135×99×70 mm

AP809340-10

Tobi

AP809353
+ ø80×105 mm

[ DG2 (FC, 240×80 mm)
Desktop pen holder with 4-port USB hub and
blue light, USB 2.0., material: ABS. Custom printed
graphics can be placed between the 2 walls.
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Merrick

AP800203

+ ø78×123 mm

[ E1 (ø60 mm)
Glass 5 minutes sand timer in brown wooden
frame, with white sand.

Hutty
+ 85×70 mm

AP845159

[ P1 (4C, 50×20 mm), T0 (8C, 20×30 mm), E1 (50×20 mm)
Mini house figure, made of wood and felt. Delivered flat-packed.

Lider

AP791008
+ 140×90×40 mm

[ P2 (2C, 60×15 mm)
Everlasting calendar for table.
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Pilxa

AP741304
+ 49×125×46 mm

[ P2 (1C, 20×20 mm)
Adjustable, plastic book light with 1 LED.
Delivered with button cell battery.

Sahara
+ 25×80×30 mm

AP844029-01

[ P1 (2C, 78×20 mm), UV (FC, 80×23 mm)
3 minutes sand timer with plastic frame.

Bellmore
+ 56×138×54 mm

AP828002

[ E1 (35×25 mm)
Brass telescopic monocular with leather cover
in wooden box.
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Puzzle

AP800354-01

+ 124×61×13 mm

[ P2 (2C, 40×60 mm), UV (FC, 40×60 mm)
Acrilyc and ABS dual-power calculator with
8-digit display and puzzle-game at back.
With button cell battery.
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Profex
+ 208×52×10 mm

AP741515

[ P1 (4C, 50×20 mm), UV (FC, 50×20 mm)
8-digit calculator on 20 cm plastic ruler.
With button cell battery.

Hit

AP810350
+ 132×43×4 mm

[ P1 (2C, 20×10 mm), UV (FC, 20×10 mm)
Plastic ruler with 8-digit calculator, solar
power and magnifier. 10 cm / 4 inch.

Mini Manager
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AP806923

+ 115×35×25 mm
[ P2 (2C, 20×30 mm)
Plastic, 8-digit calculator with silver ballpoint pen, foldable both
ways by the black straps. With button cell battery and blue refill.
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Lost

Clip

Nebet

[ P2 (2C, 40×80 mm)
Plastic, dual-power calculator with 8-digit
display and daedal-game at back. With button
cell battery.

[ P2 (2C, 30×15 mm)
Plastic, 9-digit calculator with clip.
Delivered with button cell battery.

[ P2 (2C, 40×10 mm)
Plastic 8 digit calculator. Delivered with
button cell battery.

AP800355-10
+ 124×61×13 mm

AP761476
+ 40×75×15 mm

+ 80×26×124 mm

AP741154
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-05

Broker

AP810349-21

Result

-06

+ 117×74×13 mm

AP731593

+ 67×115×8 mm

[ P2 (2C, 50×8 mm)
Plastic pocket size calculator with 8 digit
display. With button cell battery.

[ P2 (2C, 50×15 mm), UV (FC, 50×15 mm)
8 digits plastic calculator with white buttons.
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World Wide

+ 99×169×10 mm

AP810352

[ P2 (2C, 60×10 mm), E1 (60×10 mm)
Aluminium and plastic dual power calculator with
8 digit display, calendar and world time clock. With
button cell battery.

Myd

AP761483
+ 100×35×165 mm

[ P2 (2C, 60×15 mm)
Plastic 10 digit calculator with curved body.
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PRINT

Louisville

AP869007

+ 60×60×20 mm

[ 3D (40×40 mm), UV (FC, 60×60 mm)
Rectangular glass block for 3D engraving.
Delivered in window gift box.

PRINT

Daytona

+ 80×80×20 mm

AP869008

[ 3D (60×60 mm), UV (FC, 80×80 mm)
Rectangular glass block for 3D engraving.
Delivered in window gift box.

Satelite

+ ø70×115 mm

AP808800

[ 3D (35×35 mm), UV (FC, 35×35 mm)
Crystal globe on crystal cube. Delivered in blue,
carton gift box with silk inlay and magnetic lock.
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Nelum
+ 63×140×140 mm

AP741363

[ E2 (ø100 mm), UV (FC, 135×135 mm)
Octagonal glass trophy with holder. Delivered in black gift box.
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Lexington

AP808806

+ 40×40×40 mm

[ 3D (30×30 mm), UV (FC, 40×40 mm)
Glass cube for 3D laser engraving. Delivered in blue,
carton gift box with silk inlay and magnetic lock.

Tournament

+ 160×165×10 mm

AP869006

[ C3 (8C, 70×70 mm), 3D (70×70 mm)
Round trophy with glass base. Delivered in blue,
carton gift box with silk inlay and magnetic lock.

+ 80×50×50 mm

AP869000

[ 3D (60×30 mm), UV (FC, 80×50 mm)
Glass pillar for 3D laser engraving. Delivered
in blue, carton gift box with silk inlay and
magnetic lock.

Macon

AP808807

+ 40×40×60 mm

[ 3D (30×50 mm), UV (FC, 40×60 mm)
Glass pilar for 3D laser engraving. Delivered
in blue, carton gift box with silk inlay and
magnetic lock.

Glass
+ 30×20×15 mm

AP869002

[ 3D (20×10 mm), UV (FC, 30×20 mm)
Rectangular shaped glass keyring in blue
carton box. It is ideal for 3D engraving.
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